
Personal Evaluation as a Follower 
 

This is a practical exercise to help us assess how well we function as followers and how we 
believe God would have us grow as followers. On the left side check the statements that reflect 
your current behavior and on the right side check the statements that reflect where you most 
want to grow. 
 

Where you struggle as a follower Where you would like to grow 

 I am uncommitted  Become more dependable 

 I make complaints to third parties  Communicate better with leaders  

 My interests are elsewhere  Learn to cooperate as a team player 

 I avoid taking responsibility  Take more responsibility 

 I resist structures and authority  Encourage rather than criticize 

 I dwell on the faults of leaders  Value and pray for leaders  

 I tend to be passive  Become more “we” centered  

 I tend to be rebellious  Be humble and teachable 

 I do as little as possible  Use my strengths to be more supportive 

 I tend to be disrespectful  Be more respectful 

 I chart my own course and destiny  Be committed to God’s purposes 

 I want others to serve me  Learn to serve others 

 
1. Why does Jesus want you to follow Him? 

 
2. How much do you desire to grow as a disciple—follower of Jesus? 

 
3. Who do you look to for encouragement and help in becoming a follower of Jesus? 

 
4. What actions does God want you to take when you don’t believe the leaders of PTC are 

properly aligned with Jesus, Head of the Church? 
 

Learning Steps 
 

1. Introduction to the topic of being good followers 
2. Connection to last week’s message—Shepherd the Flock—the Biblical basis of 

leadership 
3. Our primary call is to follow Jesus, Chief Shepherd, Head of the Church 
4. Our tendency is to wander and follow our own way 
5. Requirements to follow Jesus 
6. Leaders model and guide us to become good followers 
7. As followers how should we treat those who lead us? 
8. What should we you do if we don’t agree with our leaders? 
9. What do we do when our leader sins or is leading us away from Christ? 
10. What kind of a follower are you? 
11. What reward will you receive for being a good follower? 

 


